From: Gerald Mallon
To: water@esc.vic.gov.au
Date: 07/11/2017 01:08 AM
Subject: RM (C/17/20429) Have Your Say

To all 17 water businesses,
I would like you all to take into account that 'The poor are Subsiding the rich'

On behalf of the low paid and those living on c/link pensions we can not afford water tanks, the more affluent that can are now saving money on their water bills. This means that the water companies are getting less income which in turn means that prices have risen to pick up the slack. This rise is being felt by those who can least afford it like aged pensioners who had to retire some 20 years ago at aged 65. This was a time when very few had any superannuation scheme. I beg the water companies to take this into account and consider some kind of a rebate for these people.

Thank You Mr G Mallon